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 C L E M O N C E  H E A R D

Copperhead That Wanted to be 
Spittle Bug That Wanted to be 
Scorpion Fly That Wanted to be 
Archerfish That Wanted to be Walrus 
That Wanted to be Camel That 
Wanted to be Cobra

To make sure he got it—& by it
I mean spit—he kept a soup can with
him since a lad like a flask
of chocolate milk, & every time a yolk

of mucous welled up in his throat
he hawked, as in casted his shadow
over the can & released, &
because he moved the can

farther away each time it rung
crack-belled the can never moved,
but rather drooled like an infant
sitting his lap, & since he never moved

from his rocking chair on his porch
of allied pride amidst some
midwestern town not completely sure
if it’s the Midwest at all, the sputum
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puddled his lap until it runneth over,
until the oak planks weren’t
spit-shined, but rather distressed
like the vintage chifforobe & dresser

that caskets his change of clothes,
what with all the acid his gut accrued
all those years eating the pigs he raised:
corkscrew cocks, cracklin robes.
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The Soi Disant

Jungle Boy scarfed the snake
around his neck
as if he needed to be kept
warm at Tulsa’s 30th Annual
Juneteenth Celebration
held in a vacant flood plain
on a campus fitted for
20,000 scholars that failed
to exceed 5-, instead of north
squalor or Guthrie Green
where black folks don’t show
unless Doug E. Fresh
& Big Daddy Kane rock
the stage, the field
adjacent to the adjunct
building erected where blacks
thrived before assimilation
or the interstate’s partition,
he donned the snake as
if to audition terror, to gauge
how far we’d come
from genetic trauma, told me
he’d been stapled a few times
but nothing fatal,
nothing to make him fetal
like a feral cat taking a nap,
thus his second coming,
modeled it to take pictures,
said he charged five dollars
here, fifty in Miami,
Oklahoma, said
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his family knew of his
infatuation since his youth,
that he sought his friends
in collars, & collards, some
collage of his living animus
for education, for my friend
to take a free picture
of us & his four-foot python,
my heart flushed
with confusion & a fear
that comes from something
so foreign I couldn’t pet
or put my finger on it, though
both photos with my arms
folded say I was brave.
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Minimalism

Ideal for subletting as well as subtler, less
flashy settlers, the Murphy bed, also
known as the wall bed, pull-down bed, or
fold-down bed is an excellent choice for
realty of modest scale. In addition to the
efficiency of the invention, the spare
space functions well as a dance floor, &
the elimination of legs & bed rails spare
both legs & feet from collision, thus the
occasional expletive. Similar to the
erection of the wall-mounted ironing
board, the bed can be installed, thus
stowed wherever a stud is present: in the
washroom, the bathroom, even in the
ki tchen, next  to  the  f r idge  ( so ld 
separately). For thin-walled apartments,
think of it as a drawbridge that brings you
closer to the knocking you’d rather not
hear. Indeed, a desk in your place can
make your studio more studious. But
beware: hinges are sensitive, thus jumping
the tongue may result in consumption.
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Amazing Grace

Behind every black choir is a white man.
An oil-painted, oily-maned Jesus. Yes, a token
of the colonizer’a appreciation for our work
songs. For the hymnals & hymens

of our fugitive relatives, & pews mainly made
up of afro-crowned sisters & brothers
who shout alright! & c’mon nah! shaking
their heads at the mechanism we call chuch.

In the film, Black folks are dressed to the ✝
when Ms. Franklin walks in, silent,
like a school teacher that don’t take no shit,
& we can’t tell if it’s an act of diva

or deviltry, of humility or the hum
the word & gospel begins with. The Queen
of Soul almost seemed to hover in
her robe, her father’s house, the rooms

her chords grew up in. She looked just
like a little girl who’d broken from her chains,
like a spirited savior sweating blood.
Her father daubed her face & the Steinbeck

that helped her carry the melody & cross
her legs aloft the dais, too dazed for two days.
& on the third take she rose from her bench.
Ascended the middle aisle, Gentile yet again.


